 Abstract-A wireless subway collision avoidance system based on zigbee network is proposed in this paper. In the proposal, all the zigbee nodes are divided into two types, fixed nodes and mobile nodes. The fixed nodes are deployed in tree topology networks overlapped with each other along the subway tunnel; the mobile nodes are installed on the trains. The core idea is as soon as a fixed node establishing an association with a mobile node, the fixed node broadcasts the event with MAC address of the mobile node immediately. By listening the broadcasted messages, other nodes can deduce position of the mobile node currently being associated. In such a way, the overlapped zigbee networks can locate positions, detect abnormal stop of trains and broadcast these information to other trains in the tunnel. With each train knowing position of the train ahead of it, the collision can be avoided. The proposed zigbee network system is evaluated by ns-2, simulation results are presented.
range of area needs to be covered by a large number of network nodes, for example in a scenario of subway system.
In this paper we propose a subway collision avoidance system based on zigbee networks. The association mechanism of zigbee protocol is utilized to locate train positions in subway tunnels. Then, the obtained position information is broadcast to nearbytrains through zigbee networks. Thus, each train in the tunnelknows position of other trains in the vicinity; moreovereach train has ability to independently judge whether the trains nearby are stopped by analyzingreceived position information.If distance between two trains is less than a preset value, the train behind can apply brake in time to avoid collision.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explores the feasibility of the proposed method; section 3 describes the whole system in detail, including deployment of zigbeenetworks, network topology, cooperation between the zigbee networks and trains, and so on; Section 4 describes experimental settings under NS-2 simulation environment; experimental results are given out and discussed in Section 5; finally conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
II. FEASIBILITY
In subway systems, length of railway between two stations is about 1.5km at average, at maximum does not exceed 3km. In zigbee networks, the maximum dep of nodes namely nwkMaxDepth can be 255 [3] , which means the maximum diameter of a zigbee network can reach as much as 510 hops [3] . Transmission distance between two zigbee nodes (one hop) can be up to 100 meters in open space [3] ; according to our experiments, reliable transmission range of one hop is about 18 meters over straight segment, and about 12 meters over curve segment of railway inside subway tunnel.Thus,if average distance between two nodes is set to 15m, azigbee network can cover 7.6km length of railway.
From statistics data, average speed of train in subway tunnel is under 50km/h, the maximum speed occurred at straight segments does not exceed 90km/h. For an average hop distance of 15m, travelling time through one hop range is 1.08s and 0.6s for the average speed and the maximum speed, respectively.In a zigbee network, typical time need for a zigbee device to join in is 30ms [4] ; the minimum interval between beacons periodically sent out by zigbee routers is 15.36ms [4] . Both are faster enough comparing to the travelling time of one hop distance.
According to the above description, spatial coverage capabilityand processing speed of zigbeenetworkare fully capable to be applied in a system aiming to avoid collision between subway trains.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
In order to locate position of trains in subway tunnel, zigbee networks are deployed in tree topology overlapped with each other along the tunnel [5] . As shown in Fig. 1 Some NIB attributesofzigbee networks are set to values as listed in Table I . The default distributed addressing schemedescribed in zigbeespecification [2] is used to assign addresses to all the nodes.The BeaconOrder parameter in network descriptor is set to 0x00 to specify nodes in fixed positionsto transmit beacons at 15.36ms interval. The mechanism to determine train positions by a zigbee network is diagramed in Fig. 2 . When a mobile node enters the range of a new zigbee network with train, this must happen at platform because the boundary of two networks is located at platform (see Fig. 1 ), it joins the new zigbee network by meanings of association with router No.1 as shown in Fig. 2 . As soon as router No.1 accepted the mobile node, it broadcasts this event with MAC address of mobile node to other nodes in the same network. Since router No.1 is a fixed node, its position data is saved in the position table beforehand, thus the position of a specific mobile node (train) can be figure out by other nodes though looking up the position table when they receive the broadcasted message. Cooperation between the zigbee networks and trains is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Each trainis equipped with 4 zigbee end devicesdivided into front and rear group as shown in Fig. 3 . In order to avoid two mobile nodes in a group joining the same zigbee network, each node in one group is specified a different radio channel corresponding to the channels of two overlapped networks covering the location where the train is in.
As Fig. 3 shows, when Train1 move toward to Station2, position information of the head of Train1 propagatesforward though network4 and finally reach Train2; position information of the rear part of Train2 propagates backward though network4 to reach Train1. Similarly, Train2 and Train3 communicate position information with each other through network1 which covers their location.The coordinator of each zigbee network connects to a gateway of LAN. The position information of trains in each zigbeenetwork is transmitted to control center of the subway through these gateways.Each train can know the positions of other trains in the network same as the one it is in, and in the networkoverlapped with the network it is in; the control center can know the positions of all the trains in the subway systems through the data transmitted by gateways; therefore, collision can be avoided.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS NS-2 [7] was used to simulate the system proposed in section 3. The railway is a closed curve with a length of 60km, consisting of several straight and curve segments. A total of 30 stations are added to the subway system. The minimum, average and maximum distance between two stations is 1.5km, 2km and 3km, respectively. The total number of zigbee networks deployedin simulation is 30. The minimum, average and maximum distance between two fixed nodes, namely routers or coordinator, is 10m, 15m and 16m, respectively.The average length of railway covered by a zigbee network is 2km; the average number of fixed nodes in a network is 267.The Total number of fixed nodes is 8010.
The train length is set to 120m. Each train has four zigbee end devices, namely mobile nodes, with two in the front and two in the rear. The average acceleration and deceleration rate of trainis 1.0m/s 2 and 1.2m/s Simulation parameters are list in Table II . VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of average lost ratio of broadcast messages with 200 mobile nodes, namely 50 trains. When a fixed node is trying to relay the broadcast message to a mobile node associated with it, but the mobile node moves out of its range at the same time,thebroadcast message cannot be transmitted to the mobile node successfully. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of average per-hop delay time of broadcast messages. Both increments in the maximum speed and in the number of mobile nodes will cause the average per-hop delay time of broadcast messages to increase, but the inference is very limited. Fig. 6 shows the average stop distance between two trains after the behind one encounters the safe zone of the train in front of it and brake to stop. The length of the safe zone is 350m. The increment in number of mobile nodes only has a little inference on stop distance, less than 3 meters in case of 90km/h maximum speed with mobile nodes increasing from 20 to 200. VII. CONCLUSIONS Azigbee networks based Subway Collision Avoidance System is proposed in this paper. The performance of the system is evaluated by NS-2 simulation platform. According to the simulation results zigbee networks can locate the position of trains and transmit the position information among the trainsreliably and timely. The inference of position accuracy and network latency in the stop distance of trains at speed of 90km/h is about 30m, i.e. a range of 2 hops.
